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Abstract. This paper reports on the spectroscopic investigation of 12 Cepheids which are situated in the crucial region of galac-

tocentric distances from 9 kpc to 12 kpc, where according to our previous results (Andrievsky et al. 2002c; Luck et al. 2003)
the radial metallicity distribution experiences an obvious change. In particular, the wriggle in the iron abundance distribution is
found to fall approximately at galactocentric distances 10–11 kpc (assuming galactocentric distance of the Sun RG, = 7.9 kpc).
Within the transition zone from 10 to 11 kpc the relative-to-solar iron abundance decreases approximately to –0.2 dex. The new
sample of stars, analyzed in present paper, gives results supporting the previous conclusion about the multimodal character of
the metallicity distribution in galactic disc. Using a quite simple consideration of galactic chemical evolution we show that the
observed distribution can be explained in the framework of a model which includes the spiral arms. In particular, the wriggle
feature associated with RG ≈ 11 kpc can be interpreted as a change of metallicity level in the vicinity of the galactic corotation
resonance.
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1. Introduction
In two previous papers (Paper III and Paper IV) from this series
(Andrievsky et al. 2002a, 2002b, 2002c – Papers I, II, III respectively; Luck et al. 2003 – Paper IV) we described the characteristic features of the metallicity distribution across galactic disc, as derived from Cepheid variable stars. In Papers III
and IV we noted that there is an apparent step-like character
in the iron (and also some other elements) abundance distribution, and the wriggle (or change in the slope) of the abundance
distribution is associated with galactocentric distances around
Send offprint requests to: S. M. Andrievsky,
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approximately 10–11 kpc. Twarog et al. (1997) also found such
a change (discontinuity) which is imprinted in the metallicity
distribution from open clusters. A similar conclusion has been
also reached by Caputo et al. (2001) for galactic Cepheids, although with a rather high uncertainty.
Any structure within the metallicity distribution, such as
the detected step-like metallicity change, if it is proved to be
real, may have some important consequences for scenarios of
the formation and evolution of our Galaxy. However, before
evaluating the impact of the structure in the metallicity distribution on the galactic models, it should be completely proven
that a wriggle/slope change near RG ≈ 11 kpc does really exist.
For example, it is not impossible that such a feature could be
an artificial result from a statistically limited sample of distant
Cepheids, and thus may not be seen for a larger sample of stars.
On the other hand, even being real, the slope change may turn
out to be a purely local phenomenon, which results from a possible short-scale inhomogeneity in the disc, and thus seen in a
restricted longitudal range. It should be noted that our sample
of distant Cepheids examined in Papers III and IV is in fact
biased on the basis of the galactic longitude, so that the great
majority of investigated stars fall in the region of l from 190◦
to 250◦ (it is interesting to note that all distant open clusters
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investigated by Twarog et al. fall in the same region: l from
130◦ to 260◦). Nevertheless, even for a limited region of galactic longitudes, the existence of a discontinuity, and its exact
position, has to be precisely established.
With this aim, we present the results of the abundance
determination for 12 galactic Cepheids that have not been
investigated spectroscopically before (at least for detailed elemental abundance determination). These stars have galactocentric distances placing them within the crucial region between
RG ≈ 9 kpc and 12 kpc, where the feature in the metallicity
distribution is seen.

2. Observations and data reduction
The observations were carried out on 1–5 February 2003
with the 3.6-m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope. The fiber-fed
Gecko spectrograph equipped with EEV1 2048 × 4500 CCD
(binned 2 × 2) was used. The resolving power provided by this
combination was about 50 000. For each program star six consecutive non-overlapping spectra were secured. They are centered at 6040 Å, 6130 Å, 6220 Å, 6310 Å, 6400 Å and 6490 Å,
and the length of each fragment is about 80 Å.
As a rule, the exposure time for one spectrum was 30 min.
The estimated S /N ratio at the continuum level depends upon
the wavelength interval, and varies for each star in the range
from about 70 to 150, with one exception (V335 Aur) where
the S /N is about 40.
Table 1 contains some details concerning our program
Cepheid observations, as well as some information about the
physical properties of Cepheids themselves (see next section).
The spectra were extracted from the raw frames using standard IRAF procedures including correct scattered light subtraction. They were continuum normalized, wavelength calibrated,
and had equivalent widths measured using the WINDOWS
compatible DECH20 package (Galazutdinov 1992).
Since the Gecko spectrograph has not been used previously
for this study, a comparison of independently measured equivalent widths in the spectra of program stars would be desirable.
Because none of our Cepheids has been observed before at
high resolution, such a comparison was performed for the wellstudied star µ Per which was included in the list of our program
stars specifically for this aim. Our equivalent widths (EW) for
this star have been compared with those measured from the
ELODIE spectrum having the resolving power 40 000 (1.93-m
telescope of Haute-Provence Observatoire, France). As seen in
Fig. 1, the independent data are in excellent agreement.

3. Atmospheric parameters, abundances,
and distances
In Paper I we gave a thorough description concerning the
method of determination of the atmospheric parameters, elemental abundances, and estimating the galactocentric distances. The same methods were also used in Papers II–IV from
this series. It should be noted that because each observed spectrum spans only 80 Å, and because for each of our program
stars six spectra were secured successively (the total exposure
time is about 3 h), these spectra were combined into a single

Fig. 1. Equivalent widths comparison for µ Per.

one, and that spectrum was then used for analysis. The atmospheric parameters for each star were determined at the pulsational phase which corresponds to the beginning of the fourth
exposure. Since the total exposure time constitutes only about
a few per cents of the pulsational period, we consider the derived parameters to be representative for the whole combined
spectrum.

3.1. Distances
Specifically, for the determination of the Cepheid galactocentric distance the following formula was used:
h
i1/2
(1)
RG = R2G, + (d cos b)2 − 2RG, d cos b cos l
where RG, – galactocentric distance of the Sun (7.9 kpc,
McNamara et al. 2000), d – heliocentric distance of the
Cepheid, l and b – galactic longitude and latitude respectively.
To obtain the heliocentric distances we use:
d = 10−0.2(Mv −<V>−5+Av )

(2)

and (Laney & Stobie 1993):
Av = [3.07 + 0.28(B − V)0 + 0.04E(B − V)] E(B − V)

(3)

where Mv is the absolute magnitude, < V > is the mean visual
magnitude, Av is the line of sight extinction.
To estimate the absolute magnitude we used “absolute magnitude – pulsational period” relation (Gieren et al. 1998). Other
input data for Eqs. (1)–(3) such as galactic coordinates, pulsational periods, mean visual magnitudes, colors and E(B − V)
values were taken from Fernie et al. (1995). Galactocentric distances for program stars are listed in Table 4.

3.2. Fundamental parameters and abundances
Effective temperatures of program stars were determined with
T eff –line depth relations (Kovtyukh & Gorlova 2000), and their
gravities were found using the method developed by Kovtyukh
& Andrievsky (1999).
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Table 1. Program stars: details of the observations and atmospheric parameters.
Star
V335 Aur
AD Gem
TW CMa
MM Per
VZ CMa
AO Aur
AA Gem
RY CMa
RZ Gem
DX Gem
BB Gem
UY Mon
µ Per

<V>
12.46
9.86
9.56
10.80
9.38
10.86
9.72
8.11
10.01
10.75
10.90
9.39
4.18

Date
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
2

JD 2 452 670+
1.7867
1.9056
1.9919
2.7947
2.9498
3.7748
3.8905
3.9771
4.7804
4.9235
5.8050
5.9428
2.8904

P, d
3.41325
3.78798
6.99507
4.11841
3.12623
6.76301
11.30233
4.67825
5.52929
3.13749
2.30821
2.39797
–

φ
0.622a
0.818b
0.059c
0.358a
0.777d
0.707a
0.625e
0.897c
0.325b
0.353d
0.589 f
0.674d
–

T eff , K
5750
5784
6142
5746
6542
5459
5126
6096
5906
6096
6035
6181
5331

log g
2.20
2.15
1.80
2.15
2.50
1.70
1.40
2.10
2.20
1.90
2.40
2.20
1.50

Vt , km s−1
3.5
4.3
3.9
3.4
3.6
3.6
4.4
4.3
3.1
2.8
3.0
2.7
3.2

Date – February 2003.
JD and φ are given for the beginning of the fourth spectrum exposure.
Phases are calculated with elements from: a Schmidt et al. (1995), b Szabados (1991), c Vinko (1991), d Berdnikov et al. (1997), e Moffet
& Barnes (1985), f Bersier et al. (1994).

In the Appendix (Table A1) abundances for the stars of
the present sample derived from lines of different ions are
given along with statistical information about the abundances.
Averaged abundances are given in Tables 2 and 3. As usual,
the reference (i.e. solar) abundances are adopted following
Grevesse et al. (1996).
It should be noted that abundances of such elements as C,
O, Na, Co and heavy species are found from a very limited
number of lines, mainly because of the limited observed spectral region. Nevertheless, we consider those abundances to be
rather reliable, because the lines used in present study had been
also used by us in our previous studies (Papers I–IV), and they
did not display any anomalous behaviour compared to other
lines of the considered elements.
The position of all Cepheids investigated by us (Papers I–
IV, and present study) with respect to the Sun is shown in Fig. 2.
Note that together with the present sample of program stars, the
total number of Cepheids, that have been used in our galactic
abundance gradient studies, is 122 stars. The tendency of the
metallicity to decrease towards the larger distances in the direction of galactic anti-center is obvious, although in this region a few stars with rather high metallicity can also be found
among the low-metallicity Cepheids. Figure 2 shows that our
sample of investigated Cepheids is biased. More observations
are needed in order to cover the galactic field in other directions, and thus to investigate the longitudal behaviour of the
metallicity in galactic disc.

4. Abundance distributions
Based on Tables 2–4, and results of Papers I–IV we constructed
the radial distribution of the elemental abundances. Figure 3
presents such a distribution for iron, and Figs. 4–6 for other
elements.
One should note a remarkable carbon overabundance
found in a metal-deficient Cepheid AA Gem (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Position of all investigated to date Cepheids (Paper I–IV, and
present study) with respect to the Sun (in the origin). The sizes of circles represent the derived individual iron abundance: the larger size,
the higher metallicity. Galactic center position is indicated by the
cross.

The atmospheric ratio [C/Fe] = +0.41 dex for this star apparently exceeds that of SV Vul, for which Luck et al. (2001) have
found [C/Fe] ≈ 0 dex, and on this base classified SV Vul as a
Cepheid that is crossing the instability strip for the first time.
A solar abundance of carbon is unusual for Cepheids, and the
present case deserves a special separate study with a larger
number of carbon lines.
Those elements in our program stars whose abundances are
based on a significant number of lines (Si, Ni) do not result in
additional increase of the scatter, thus the final abundance distributions of these elements (shown in Figs. 3–6) remain rather
tight.
In this study we did not derive the abundances of Mg, Al,
Cu, Zn, Y and Gd (as it was done in our previous papers)
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Table 2. Averaged relative-to-solar elemental abundances for program Cepheids: C–Mn.
Star
V335 Aur
AD Gem
TW Cam
MM Per
VZ CMa
AO Aur
AA Gem
RY CMA
RZ Gem
DX Gem
BB Gem
UY Mon
µ Per

C
–
–
–0.68
–0.26
–0.34
–
0.17
–0.27
–0.32
–0.42
–0.31
–0.28
–0.11

O
–
–0.36
–0.16
–0.08
–0.39
–
0.07
–0.30
–0.23
–0.28
–0.45
–0.24
–0.21

Na
–0.15
0.07
–0.03
0.07
0.16
–0.03
0.10
0.16
–0.06
0.17
0.13
0.13
0.18

Si
–0.27
–0.24
–0.10
–0.07
0.00
–0.24
–0.22
0.04
–0.13
0.01
–0.07
–0.08
0.01

S
–
–0.42
–0.38
–0.04
–0.27
–0.51
–0.28
–0.23
–0.33
–0.19
–0.37
–0.22
–0.13

Ca
–
–0.17
–0.19
–0.05
–0.06
–0.35
–0.21
–0.02
–0.27
–0.05
–0.31
–0.07
–0.02

Sc
–
–0.06
–0.25
–0.09
–0.14
–0.34
–0.15
–0.14
–0.13
–0.03
–0.10
–0.04
–0.15

Ti
–
–0.08
0.14
0.00
0.03
–0.04
–0.08
0.16
–0.02
0.02
0.24
0.19
0.06

V
–
0.11
0.10
–0.17
0.22
–0.16
–0.31
0.15
–0.12
–0.03
0.12
0.09
–0.03

Cr
–
–0.09
–0.11
–0.08
0.01
–0.25
–0.44
0.08
0.00
0.10
0.06
0.01
–0.21

Mn
–0.34
–0.25
–0.23
–0.10
–0.06
–0.28
–0.38
0.04
–0.22
–0.11
–0.20
–0.19
–0.02

Table 3. Same as Table 2 but for Fe–Eu.
Star
V335 Aur
AD Gem
TW Cam
MM Per
VZ CMa
AO Aur
AA Gem
RY CMA
RZ Gem
DX Gem
BB Gem
UY Mon
µ Per

Fe
–0.27
–0.19
–0.18
–0.01
–0.06
–0.14
–0.24
0.02
–0.12
–0.02
–0.09
–0.08
–0.01

Co
–
–
–
–0.03
–
0.06
–0.35
0.12
–0.06
–
0.08
0.29
–0.19

Ni
0.05
–0.18
–0.05
–0.15
–0.02
–0.19
–0.11
0.02
–0.07
–0.11
–0.09
–0.03
0.08

Zr
–
–
–0.10
–0.16
–0.18
–
0.03
–0.09
–0.29
–0.12
–0.12
–0.05
–0.21

La
–
0.05
0.28
0.18
0.33
0.16
0.37
0.20
0.32
0.41
0.22
0.32
0.01

Ce
–
–0.11
–0.04
0.06
–0.02
0.00
–0.05
–0.31
0.01
0.01
0.31
–0.27
–0.19

l
172.22
193.27
229.12
150.41
239.86
177.61
184.59
226.01
187.72
198.07
199.40
205.17

b
3.98
7.63
0.12
–5.29
–4.44
1.99
2.70
0.28
–0.09
2.76
2.26
6.00

RG , kpc
12.04
10.59
9.76
10.29
8.59
11.83
11.60
8.80
9.90
10.27
10.59
9.75

Nd
–
0.22
0.44
0.44
0.41
0.29
0.45
0.34
0.36
0.42
0.12
0.42
0.23

Eu
–
0.04
–0.15
–0.08
0.22
–0.19
0.16
–0.08
0.00
0.04
0.14
–0.06
–0.15

Table 4. Physical and positional characteristics for program Cepheids.
Star
V335 Aur
AD Gem
TW CMa
MM Per
VZ CMa
AO Aur
AA Gem
RY CMa
RZ Gem
DX Gem
BB Gem
UY Mon

P, d
3.41325
3.78798
6.99507
4.11841
3.12623
6.76301
11.30233
4.67825
5.52929
3.13749
2.30821
2.39797

d, pc
4180
2772
2549
2664
1252
3939
3709
1233
2016
2467
2808
2016

because of the lack of available lines of these elements in the
observed spectral region.

5. Discussion
The existence of the change in the metallicity distribution
around 10–11 kpc was reported in Paper III, and statistically
grounded for many elements in Paper IV. Our new abundances
from the twelve new Cepheids located in the crucial region,
outside the solar galactic orbit, suggest that a wriggle in the

[Fe/H]
–0.27
–0.19
–0.18
–0.01
–0.06
–0.14
–0.24
+0.02
–0.12
–0.02
–0.09
–0.08

metallicity distribution at RG ≈ 10–11 kpc does really exist. If
we arbitrarily divide the whole range studied onto three parts
(zone I: 4.0–6.6 kpc, zone II: 6.6–10.6 kpc, and zone III: 10.6–
14.6 kpc, EE Mon is excluded), then the statistics for each zone
are the following (Fig. 3 for the iron – our most reliable distribution):
Zone I
[Fe/H] = −0.128(±0.029) × RG + 0.930(±0.170)
<[Fe/H]> = +0.174 (s.d. = 0.129, s.e. = 0.022)
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Fig. 3. The radial distribution of the iron abundance. Open circles –
the data from Paper I (the positions of some stars were corrected taking
into account the results on abundances from Paper IV), black circles
– the data from Paper II, black triangles and black squares – results from Paper IV combined with data from Paper III. Results from
present study are shown by the red f illed circles. 2σ interval (standard deviation) is plotted for each star except for a few stars denoted as
black squares (see Paper IV for explanation). The position of EE Mon
is indicated by f illed asterisk. Linear fits (solid lines) are shown for
three zones (see discussion in the text).

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but for elements Sc–Co.

Ni (Figs. 4–6), and also supported by Fig. 7 which shows the
smoothed data on iron abundance distribution. The smoothing
is performed using the locally weighted polynomial regression
(LOWESS) method.

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for elements C–Ca.The typical individual
2σ interval is indicated.

Zone II
[Fe/H] = −0.044(±0.004) × RG + 0.363(±0.032)
<[Fe/H]> = –0.012 (s.d. = 0.078, s.e. = 0.005)
Zone III
[Fe/H] = +0.004(±0.011) × RG + 0.256(±0.130)
<[Fe/H]> = −0.209 (s.d. = 0.058, s.e. = 0.008).
As one can see, the mean metallicities for these zones are different. The difference in the slopes and mean metallicities across
the disc is traced in the plots for e.g. Si, S, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn,

The paucity of stars in Figs. 3–7 at a galactocentric radius
of about 11 kpc is not due to a failure in the study to determine abundances for such stars but due to a lack of such stars
as is demonstrated by Fig. 8 where we plot the galactocentric
radius of 425 classical Cepheids from the Fernie et al. (1995)
catalogue with known parameters of (B − V), E(B − V), etc.
The distances for these stars were calculated in the consistent
way used in Papers I–IV, and also in the present paper. There
is a clear gap at a radius of about 11 kpc. Why such a gap
should exist is perhaps related to the corotation resonance (see
Discussion).
What could be the reason for the complicated character of
the metallicity distribution, and how significant is the detected
structure of the metallicity distribution for enlarging our knowledge about the galactic disc properties? Below we give a simple consideration of this problem in the framework of galactic
chemical evolution that may help to answer these questions.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3, but for elements Ni–Eu.

Fig. 7. Smoothed iron abundance distribution.

Fig. 8. The distribution of 425 galactic Cepheids on galactocentric radius. Each star is represented by a thin black vertical line.

5.1. Recent results from the galactic models
of chemical evolution
The bibliography of papers devoted to the elaboration of galactic chemodynamical models based on different assumptions

and approximations is quite numerous. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to give a thorough description of all the models that
have been presented. Nevertheless, it is worthwile to mention
a few recent papers where the principal points of the theoretical/observational basis of such models can be found.
Boissier & Prantzos (1999) considered the galactic chemical evolution with the star formation rate in a Schmidt-type
form, which in addition includes a factor that depends upon
galactocentric distance. They assumed that the infall rate is radially dependent (gradually increasing towards larger galactocentric radii). The authors succeeded in fairly well reproducing
a number of the observational characteristics of the galactic
disc. Further application of this model was described in Hou
et al. (2001).
Chang et al. (2002) used a star formation rate that is determined by the energy balance between energy injection from
SNe stars and energy dissipation in gas cloud collisions. Two
gas infall rates were used – an exponential and a Gaussian form.
As these authors pointed out, the chemical evolution and the resulting abundance gradients are different in the inner and outer
parts of the Galaxy.
In a series of papers, Portinari & Chiosi (1999, 2000) analyzed radial abundance gradients and gas profiles. They considered various star formation laws (the power Schmidt law, the
Oort law, but in a form which includes the factor R−1
G , similar to
Boissier & Prantzos). According to a very important note in the
first paper, none of the star formation laws considered was able
to reproduce the observed metallicity gradient across the whole
galactic disc. In the second paper Portinari & Chiosi incorporated radial gas flows in order to better reproduce the observed
radial abundance distribution. Since the actual profile of the radial velocity of the gas flow for large distances is not known,
some simple examples of the velocity profile were considered.
In addition, the authors estimated the influence of a galactic
bar on the chemical evolution of the inner disc. Results obtained with the model including radial gas flows appeared to be
more promising. Earlier, Thon & Meusinger (1998) presented a
model of galactic disc evolution which includes as an essential
ingredient gas flows triggered by viscosity in the disc.
Abundance gradients and the Milky Way formation history
were considered in a detailed study by Chiappini et al. (2001).
The model created by these authors includes two gas infall
episodes from the halo, the star formation rate in a modified
Schmidt form, and a radial dependence of the characteristic
time of infall. With a reasonable set of input parameters, this
model is able to reproduce quite well the observed radial oxygen abundance distribution. Recently, Matteucci (2003) summarized the basic assumptions used for models of chemical
evolution, and described the most essential results obtained to
present in this field.
Despite progress in the understanding of the evolutionary
properties of our Galaxy, and the numerous and quite successful attempts to reproduce some of the observational characteristics of the galactic disc, some work in this direction still
remains. None of the previous models addressed the discontinuity discussed in our previous sections. Our primary goal is
to address this specific point by using a quite simple scheme to
estimate the role of spiral-arm triggered star formation, and to
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demonstrate the capability of such a simple model to explain
some of the characteristic features of the radial metallicity distribution.

5.2. Model assumptions
A metallicity distribution with different slopes and different
mean values within the different intervals of galactocentric distances could reflect some specific conditions in the disc, and
may be shaped due to the various dynamical phenomena. For
instance, it was demonstrated by Lacey & Fall (1985), who
considered the influence of radial gas flows (with schematic
velocity profiles) on disc chemical evolution. Under special assumptions they succeeded to obtain in the calculations a metallicity distribution with a rather complicated character. The case
of discontinuities (break in the slope) in the radial abundance
gradients derived from H  regions has been discussed in the
context of bar corotation radius for a few galaxies (Martin &
Roy 1995; Roy 1996). Friedli et al. (1994) considered the influence of bars on chemical composition in disc galaxies, and
gave an explanation of the observed breaks. Pilyugin (2003)
gave a critical consideration of this problem, and claimed an
artificial origin of the reported bends or discontinuities in the
slopes. Nevertheless, one should note that the paper of Pilyugin
(2003) presents an alternative point of view, and at present his
conclusion cannot be treated as already proven fact. The author
doubts the reality of the bends of the slopes which are derived
from the spectra of H  regions using the traditional method. In
fact, this conclusion (if true) may only indicate that the results
based on this particular method could be unreliable, but strictly
speaking, it does not mean that bends do not exist.
Among other reasons, the appearance of some peculiarities in the radial abundance distribution could be partially
connected to spiral structure and resonance phenomena in the
galactic disc. Spiral structure may influence the star formation
rate across the disc, and thus affect the metallicity level at a
given galactocentric distance, while the resonances may represent some kind of potential barrier in certain parts of the galactic disc preventing the galactic gas from flows in the radial direction, thus, preserving a difference in the mean abundances
between the separated zones. As a result, some change of the
slope of the metallicity distribution could be expected in the
vicinity of resonances.
A galactic spiral structure model uses as input parameters Ω(RG ) – the angular velocity of the differentially rotating
disc, Ωp – the angular velocity
G)
 of theh spiral pattern, and 2κ(R
i 
dΩ(RG ) 1/2
.
– the epicyclic frequency κ(RG ) = 4Ω(RG ) + RG dRG
With the number of spiral arms m, the resonances (ILR – inner
Lindblad resonance, OLR – outer Lindblad resonance, and CR
– corotation resonance) appear under the following conditions:
Ωp = Ω(RG = RILR ) − κ(RG )/m,

(4)

Ωp = Ω(RG = ROLR ) + κ(RG )/m,

(5)

Ωp = Ω(RG = RCR ).

(6)

In Fig. 9 the behavior of the disc angular velocity, as well as its
combinations with epicyclic frequency for two cases m = 4 and

Fig. 9. Angular velocity vs. galactocentric distance, and the position of
resonances. Two values of the pattern speed (20 and 27 km s−1 kpc−1 )
are marked with two solid horizontal lines. The resonances attributed
to the lower and higher value of the pattern speed are shown by
red vertical lines and blue vertical lines respectively.

m = 2 are shown (the diagram is based on the galactic rotation
curve from Allen & Santillan 1991).
The actual value of the pattern speed for our Galaxy is
still debated in the literature. In the last decade it was realized that Ωp should be significantly higher than originally proposed by Lin et al. (1969) Ωp = 11–13 km s−1 kpc−1 ; but at
the same time, there is at present no consensus about the exact value of this important parameter of the galactic model.
For example, according to Marochnik et al. (1972), Creźé &
Mennessier (1973), Byl & Ovenden (1978), Mishurov et al.
(1979), Pavlovskaya & Suchkov (1980) and Amaral & Lépine
(1997), the pattern speed in our Galaxy is in the range from
18 to 23 km s−1 kpc−1 . The most recently proposed value of
the pattern speed (Pichardo et al. 2002; Bissantz et al. 2003) is
Ωp = 20 km s−1 kpc−1 in line with the previous result. However,
in some work a higher Ωp value has been found. For example,
Avedisova (1989), Mishurov et al. (1997), Lépine et al. (2001),
Fernandez et al. (2001) obtained a pattern speed in the range
26–30 km s−1 kpc−1 .
It is worth noting that Bissantz et al. (2003) emphazise
that the real difference between their two theoretical models
for Ωp = 20 and 40 km s−1 kpc−1 “are too small to determine
the spatial arm pattern speed reliably”. Thus, the existing observational and theoretical methods do not provide enough accuracy to discriminate between the two possibilities of pattern
speed value. Unfortunately, an accurate as possible Ωp value is
necessary to determine the exact positions of the resonances in
galactic disc.
With the lower value of the pattern speed
(≈20 km s−1 kpc−1 ), the resonances appear at the following galactocentric distances: RCR ≈ 10.9 kpc, RILR ≈ 6.9 kpc
(four-armed disc), ROLR ≈ 14.4 kpc (four-armed disc),
ROLR ≈ 17.7 kpc (two-armed disc). These values appear to
be surprisingly close to those galactocentric distances that
roughly separate individual regions on the smoothed curve
of the metallicity distribution (Fig. 7). The first region has
a larger slope, and it is separated from the second region at
RG ≈ 6.5 kpc. The second and third regions both have the
small slopes, and they are separated at RG ≈ 10–11 kpc.
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Outside of 15 kpc, the galactic disc is not sampled, but one
of our program Cepheids gives a hint that the metallicity may
drop further in this region.
With the higher value of the pattern speed the resonances
are shifted towards smaller galactocentric distances. In this
case, the wriggle at 10–11 kpc may mark not the CR, as in
the example considered above, but instead the OLR position.
For this case to be valid, the required pattern speed should be
close to 27 km s−1 kpc−1 (see Fig. 9), which is exactly within
the limits of estimates made by the authors claiming the higher
value of Ωp . The higher value (Ωp is about 27 km s−1 kpc−1 ),
gives marking circles in the galactic disc with the following
characteristics (see Fig. 9): RCR ≈ 8.3 kpc, RILR ≈ 5.0 kpc
(four-armed disc), ROLR ≈ 11.0 kpc (four-armed disc), ROLR ≈
13.6 kpc (two-armed spiral model).
Since the resonances may represent some kind of potential
borders for the gaseous component of the disc, and the ILR and
OLR may also limit the star formation rate, it is likely that the
mean metallicities (and the slopes of metallicity distribution)
should differ on either side of each border. To check this supposition, one should compare the calculated metallicity distribution, which is based on the galactic model with spiral arms,
with our observational data showing some features associated
with certain galactocentric distances. One can try to specify the
actual value of the pattern speed using our abundance distribution data.
For a simple consideration of the galactic disc chemical
evolution in conjunction with some of its dynamical characteristics, we have analyzed the following system of differential
equations describing the time variations of the star and gas surface densities, and galactic gas metallicity:
dµs
= (1 − R)ψ
dt
dµg
= −(1 − R)ψ + f
dt
dZ/y
= (1 − R)ψ − f Z/y,
µg
dt

(7)
(8)
(9)

where µs and µg – are the surface density (M pc−2 ) of the
stars and gas respectively, Z/y – the gas metallicity normalized to the yield of primary elements (following Maeder 1992
we denote “y” as a net yield which is normalized to the mass
confined in the stellar remnants), ψ – the star formation rate
(M pc−2 Gyr−1 ), R – the fraction of returned material to the
ISM, f – infall rate (M pc−2 Gyr−1 ). The metallicity of the
infalling material was set to zero.
This system is similar to that described by Tinsley (1980).
It has been analyzed in detail by Lacey & Fall (1985), but with
the space derivate terms on the right sides that depend upon the
velocity of the gas radial flows (not considered in the present
paper).
The basic equations representing the star formation and infall rates are the following:
ψ = Cµkg
f =

α2 Mp exp(−αRG − t/τ)
h
i·
2π τ 1 − exp(−tp /τ)

(10)
(11)

Constant C and power k are specified below, α is an inverse
characteristic distance for the infall rate in the disc (1/α was
adopted to be 4300 pc).
The latter Eq. (11) is the same as used by Lacey & Fall
(1985) with the present-day mass of the galactic disc Mp = 6 ×
1010 M , the age of Galaxy tp = 15 Gyr, and the characteristic
time of infall τ. In our calculations Eqs. (10) and (11) were
modified, as described below.
Since it is commonly assumed that star formation may
be partially triggered by gas deceleration in spiral arms, the
star formation rate at a given galactocentric distance should
therefore depend not only on the local surface gas density
(Schmidt’s law), but also on the difference of the angular velocities of the gas and spiral arms (Roberts 1970, 1972). The larger
the difference, the higher the gas compression, and the corresponding star formation rate. It is quite likely that our Galaxy
may be described by a combination four- and two-armed models, as proposed e.g. by Amaral & Lépine (1997). To take these
circumstances into account, we introduced instead of Eq. (10)
the following expression:
ψ = Cµkg (1 + ∆),

(12)

and
∆ = (1 θ1 + 2 θ1 )

|Ω(RG) − Ωp |RG
,
cs

(13)

where 1 and 2 are optionally introduced factors which define an efficiency of the star formation in the 4- and 2-armed
spirals respectively, the cut-off factors θ1 and θ2 are used following Mishurov et al. (2002), and cs is the sound speed in
the ISM (i.e. turbulent speed of the clouds). As pointed out by
Englmaier & Gerhard (1997) the sound speed in the ISM is of
the order of 10–30 km s−1 , therefore we adopted an intermediate value of 20 km s−1 .
In our calculations we used two different values for the
efficiency parameter 1 : 0.10 and 0.20 and 2 : 0.05 and 0.10
(accordingly to Oort 1974, the efficiency of the star formation
induced by the gas deceleration in spiral arms is small). It has
been also assumed that both 4- and 2-armed patterns rotate with
the same angular velocity.
According to our definition, θ1,2 is equal to zero in the regions where the spiral pattern cannot exist (inside the ILR and
outside the OLR circles). At the same time, between the resonance circles θ1,2 = 1 (see Fig. 9 for the position of resonances).
It should be noted that the star formation rate in the form
given by Eqs. (12) and (13) has not been used before in the
literature. The principal modification is that we propose to use
a combined form for the star formation rate, while as a rule
this input parameter has been used either in the Schmidt form,
similar to Eq. (10), or in Oort’s form, where it is assumed to
be the monotonically decreasing function of the galactocentric
distance ∼R−1
G (see the recent review of Matteucci 2003). In
contrast with a simple Schmidt’s law, where the star formation rate depends only upon the surface gas density, or with a
modified form used by Mishurov et al. (2002) in which the star
formation is bound only to that part of the disc where the spiral
pattern exists, and the star formation rate becomes negligible
near to the corotation circle, our form allows star formation
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near the corotation circle, as well as at distances larger than the
OLR position. (There exist obvious observational signs that the
star formation process in our Galaxy is ongoing at rather large
galactocentric distances, e.g. an existence of distant anti-center
Cepheids.) Since near the CR the term ∆ is small, the star formation in this specific region is well reproduced by the Schmidt
power law. One has to note that a decreased star formation rate
near the corotation resonance may result in the gap on the radial
distribution of the Cepheids, which is actually seen in Fig. 8
around 11 kpc.
Several of our models were calculated with a variable factor
C in Eq. (12), which was assumed to slightly decrease linearly
with galactocentric distance, attaining the numerical value of
0.18 at RG = 5 kpc and 0.12 at RG = 11 kpc. In the solar neighborhood such a choice gives C = 0.15. This, in our opinion,
can simulate a dependence of the star formation rate upon the
overall metallicity of the interstellar gas.
The spiral pattern may not be a permanently existing
galactic structure, therefore in our calculations we arbitrarily
adopted θ1,2 = 0 for all galactocentric distances during the time
interval of the Galaxy evolution from t = 0 to 6 Gyr (the test
calculations based on the supposition that the spiral pattern has
been already formed at the epoch t = 1 Gyr leave the main
results practically unchanged).
Another important input parameter is the infall rate. As it
was stated above, we adopted a basic equation describing the
space and time dependence of the amount of infalling gas following Lacey & Fall (1985). Similar to Hou et al. (2000), in
some of our models we supposed that the characteristic time of
infall is a function of the galactocentric distance (linear relation, which gives τ = 3.5 Gyr at the distance 4 kpc and 6.5 Gyr
at RG = 8 kpc).
A set of input parameters for the models considered is
given in Table 5 (this set is the same for models with Ωp =
20 km s−1 kpc−1 , models A20–L20, and 27 km s−1 kpc−1 , models A27–L27). The system of Eqs. (7)–(9) was solved with a
4th-order Runge-Kutta integration for the time interval from
t = 0 to 15 Gyr. We have considered the range of galactocentric
distances from 4 kpc to 16 kpc. At distances smaller than 4 kpc
the disc chemical properties and evolution with time are most
likely controlled by the central bar (see remarks made above),
while beyond 16 kpc the galactic disc properties are not well
known.

5.3. Model results
The final results of the modeling are showed in Figs. 10–12
(models A20–L20), and in Figs. 13–15 (models A27–L27).
Note that the model metallicity is normalized to the corresponding value at the galactocentric distance of the Sun RG, .
Such a choice can be criticized, of course, since doing it in
this way we implicitly assume that the Sun’s abundances (iron
abundance, in particular) are representative of the presentday chemical composition of the ISM. Thus, by using normalized modeled metallicities Z(RG )/Z(RG, ) for comparison
with relative-to-solar abundances derived from Cepheids, we
do not take into account that our Sun is 5 Gyr old, and might
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Table 5. Input parameters for considered models.
Model
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

k
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

C
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
C(RG )
C(RG )

∆
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

τ, Gyr
6
6
τ(RG )
τ(RG )
6
6
τ(RG )
τ(RG )
6
τ(RG )
6
τ(RG )

1

1

0.10

0.05

0.10

0.05

0.10

0.05

0.10
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.05
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

Coefficient C includes the factor (1 − R).

have a chemical composition different from that of the ISM in
its neighborhood. Nevertheless, we should note that the mean
metallicity value for the subsample of Cepheids in the direct
vicinity of the Sun is practically solar, therefore such a comparison should be formally correct.
Our models A20 and A27 give the metallicity and surface
densities of the stars and gas that are almost the same as produced by the similar model A of Lacey & Fall (1985). As
expected, in this case the model metallicity at each galactocentric distance reaches the same value (i.e. there is no metallicity gradient). It is demonstrated by the basic models A20
and A27 with a characteristic time-scale of infall τ = 6 Gyr
and “switched-off” ∆ term in the equation for the star formation rate. Models C20 and C27 produce a monotonically decreasing metallicity in the disc. Substantially different metallicity distributions are observed in models B20, B27, D20 and
D27 where the term depending upon the relative velocity of the
disc and spiral pattern contributes to the star formation rate.
Models E20–H20 and E27–H27 give the corresponding results
for the case of a stronger dependence of the star formation rate
upon the surface gas density. Qualitatively the models with k =
1.0 and 1.4 show similar radial distributions of µs and µg . The
set of models I20–L20 and I27–L27 were calculated with an
increased efficiency of the star formation in the spiral arms, as
well as in two cases with a variable factor C.
As one can see in Figs. 10–15, some models clearly show
the wriggles and step-like features in the metallicity distribution in the vicinity of the resonances. We compared the theoretical metallicity distribution shown in Figs. 10–15 to the observational data (e.g. Fig. 3), and found that none of our models
except for the model L20 (and perhaps L27) is able to satisfactory reproduce the observed metallicity distribution. As an example, in Figs. 16 and 17 we show the comparison between the
metallicity produced by the models L20 and L27 and observations (iron abundance). Strictly speaking, the instantaneous
recycling approximation (IRA) used by us implies a comparison with radial distributions of those elements which are produced mainly by massive stars (for example, oxygen and a few
others). Unfortunately, the oxygen abundance derived from our
program stars is much less reliable than, for example, the iron
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Fig. 10. The distribution of the star and gas surface densities, and
metallicity in the disc at present epoch. Models A20–D20.

Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 10 but for models A27–D27.

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 10 but for models E27–H27.
Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for models E20–H20.

Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 10 but for models I27–L27.
Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 10 but for models I20–L20.

abundance (only a few oxygen lines are analyzed for each star,
while the number of iron lines varies from tens to hundreds
for each star). We shall then assume, as a first approximation,
that the global metallicity Z can be compared with the measured iron abundance gradient, although models that do not
assume an IRA would be certainly more adequate for such
a comparison. The main features seen in the iron abundance

distribution (Fig. 3) can also be traced for such elements
as silicon, sulfur, calcium, titanium, chromium, manganese,
nickel, which are also partially formed in SNe II explosions
(Tsujimoto et al. 1995).
Although the agreement between the theoretical and observed data is only marginal for some galactocentric distances,
generally the model “L” fairly well reproduces features of
the actual metallicity distribution: the rather flat metallicity
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Fig. 16. The model metallicity distribution (model L20,
thick solid line) superimposed on the observations from Fig. 3.
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Fig. 19. Same as Fig. 18 but for model L27.

Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 16 but for model L27.

Fig. 18. Same as Fig. 16 but for other primary elements.

distribution in the middle part (distances from 7 to 9 kpc),
the change of metallicity level and slope at approximately 10–
11 kpc, and the apparently decreased metallicity in the outer
part of the disc. Let us note again that in our model “L” the star
formation rate is proportional to the gas surface density, and,
in addition, is enhanced due to the term which depends upon
the relative velocity of the gas and spiral arms. This is combined with an infall rate which has a characteristic time-scale
that progressively increases toward the larger radii. It is also
important to emphasize that both successful models are based
on the supposition that the coefficient in the star formation rate
is a function of the galactocentric distance.
Qualitatively, the abundance distributions of such primary
elements as Si, S, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co and Ni (Figs. 4–6)
corroborate the general conclusion about the tendencies which
can be traced in Figs. 16 and 17 for iron. It is demonstrated
by Fig. 18 (primary elements + model L20) and Fig. 19 (the
same + model L27) where the abundance distributions of these
primary elements are plotted together, and then compared to
the model predictions.
We can obtain even better agreement between the modeled
metallicity distribution and the observed one (especially for the
inner part of galactic disc) if we suppose that the characteristic time of an infall rate is an exponential function of the

Fig. 20. Some results for the model L20 but with an exponential dependence of the infall rate upon the galactocentric distance.

galactocentric distance (τ(RG ) = 0.2 exp(0.5RG/103 ) Gyr).
This is demonstrated in Fig. 20 where we plot results for model
L20 modified with an exponential dependence of the infall rate
upon the galactocentric distance. Despite a good agreement for
the inner disc seen in Fig. 20, one should keep in mind that
galactic bar is believed to play a key role in the chemistry of
this region, but its influence on the chemical properties of the
ISM was not considered in the present study.
We would like to note only a qualitative similarity between
our modeled metallicity distribution and that derived from our
program stars. We did not intend to go deeply into details of the
disc chemical evolution, and with our simple models, we do not
expect to achieve an exact fit to observed data. The main aim of
this study was to further investigate the structure of the metallicity distribution in galactic disc, and to show the possibility of
interpreting that structure by using basic characteristics of the
spiral model of our Galaxy.
Even such quite simple models, like L20 (or L27), seem
to display some promising results. According to these results
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the dynamical characteristics of the disc might play an important role in the formation of the chemical spatial peculiarities
during galactic evolution, such as multimodal metallicity distributions with different slopes and mean metallicities within
different disc zones. If we correctly understand the origin of
these peculiarities, then they, in principal, can be used as a tool
for evaluation of the star formation efficiency across the disc,
determination of the approximate position of the Lindblad resonances, and thus they can provide an independent way to estimate the spiral pattern velocity. As previously noted, the latter
is a very important, but poorly constrained parameter of the
galactic chemodynamical model. Inspecting Figs. 16–20 one
can conclude that Ωp = 20 km s−1 kpc−1 seems to be more the
most preferable value for the Galaxy.
The change of the slope at ∼6–7 kpc in the Milky Way may
correspond in part to the position of the bar corotation circle
(assuming that its radius is at 1.4 × length of the bar, which
seems to be a general “rule” in several barred galaxies). For example, Martin & Roy (1995) found clear evidence of a break in
the slope of the O/H gradient near the bar corotation radius for
the strongly barred galaxy NGC 3359 (a steep inner gradient,
and very flat one outside the bar corotation). The existence of
such a break can be understood in the framework of SPH simulation (Friedli et al. 1994) where the gas and stars are mixed
on a large-scale by the bar, and changes in the slopes in the
gaseous and stellar metallicity gradients are seen.
Additionally, the process of stellar galactic orbit diffusion
can further change the metallicity distribution which is determined from a stellar population. For example, during its lifetime, a Cepheid can move a distance from its birthplace which
is not negligibly small. If we adopt for the diffusion velocity a few km s−1 , and for the life-time about 108 yr, then the
travel distance can reach several hundred parsecs. Therefore,
very sharp changes in the radial metallicity distribution, similar to those resulting from our simple simulation, can hardly be
traced with a sample of Cepheid stars.
Finally, it should be noted that we do not consider the spiral
arms a unique explanation of the non-linear behavior of the observed metallicity distribution. Moreover, as was shown above,
to explain the rather significant increase of the metallicity level
in the inner part of the disc, one needs to invoke some other
assumption(s) – a galactic bar and associated gas flows, or a
specific form of the infall rate radial dependence. It is also necessary to emphasize that other models (e.g. Portinari & Chiosi
1999; Chiappini et al. 2001, among others) are also able to obtain gradients which are not linear, but show clear bendings of
the metallicity distribution.

5.4. Comparison with other observable characteristics
Since when compared to the standard form of the star formation rate we have more than two free parameters (see Eq. (12)),
it would be reasonable to use other observational constraints
together with the abundance gradients in order to make an independent check of our basic suppositions. For example, the star
and gas surface density distributions and/or their specific values in the solar neighborhood can be applied in such a check.

Table 6. Observed and computed parameters at RG, = 7.9 kpc and
t = 15 Gyr.
Parameter
−2

µg , M pc
µs , M pc−2
µtot , M pc−2
µg /µtot

Model L20

Model L27

Reference

7.3
54.8
62.1
0.12

14.2
48.0
62.2
0.23

6–16 (1, 2)
40–75 (3)

1 – Dickey (1993), 2 – Kulkarni & Heiles (1987), 3 – Mera et al.
(1998a,b).

We would like to emphasize at this point that we consider the
abundance gradient as one of the most important and reliable
observational input parameters. A common practice is to compare galactic model results with observational data on the combined molecular and atomic hydrogen density distribution, but
it should be noted that observational distributions of H 2 and
H  are actually not purely observational parameters. For example, the H2 molecular gas surface density is obtained from
CO emission surveys, and this result is dependent upon the assumed value of the galactic CO-to-H2 conversion factor. The
different values of this factor available from the literature imply a rather significant uncertainty in the resulting value of the
H2 surface mass density (Blitz 1996). This can lead to differences in absolute values of H2 surface mass density, see for
instance, Blitz (1996) and Heyer et al. (2000); both papers are
based on original observations from Dame (1993). There also
exists another problem with CO emission data and related results on the molecular gas density. As was noted by Wong &
Blitz (2002), CO emission can be amplified simply due to the
star formation process ongoing in molecular clouds, and in this
case, CO emission may trace this process rather than the H2
mass. Thus, one can conclude that the molecular gas density
based on a CO emission survey, in principal, can be overestimated due to this effect.
The situation with observational data on atomic hydrogen
density is also rather complicated. The radial distribution of
this parameter dramatically depends upon the adopted shape
of the rotation curve (see a good example in Blitz 1996).
According to Lockman (1988) and Dame (1993) even very
small differences between the applied rotation curves can produce results of surface density that differ by 50%. As an illustration of the above problem we refer the reader to the very recent investigations of the gas distribution in our Galaxy carried
out by Olling & Merrifield (1998) and Wolfire et al. (2003).
Nevertheless, despite these problems, we compare our
µg distribution with some currently available literature data.
The results of the comparison are given in Table 6 and are
shown in Fig. 21.
Two comments should be made concerning the content of
Table 6 and Fig. 21. First, within some local zones the gas
can be accumulated or exhausted by the radial gas flows, and
this might be seen in observations, but it is not taken into
account in our model. Second, the currently available literature µg and µs values are the subject of constant changes and
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Fig. 21. Comparison between the calculated gas surface density
(model L20 – dashed line and L27 – dash − dotted line) and semiempirical data from Olling & Merrifiels (1998), Wolfire et al. (2003), and
Dame (1993). The position of these data is indicated by the shaded
area. The lower and upper boundaries correspond respectively to uncorrected and corrected for the helium content the gas surface density (only the corrected data were used from Dame 1993). The two
connected f illed circles are the estimates for the solar vicinity from
Dickey (1993), the lower one is not corrected, and the upper one is
corrected for the helium content; f illed square – an estimate from
Kuijken & Gilmore (1991).

improvements, and it is important to know with the highest precision these values in order to constrain our models.

6. Conclusions
With newly analysed 12 galactic Cepheids situated within the
range of galactocentric distances from 9 to 12 kpc we have
enlarged our homogeneous sample of stars used for galactic
abundance gradient investigation to 122 objects. The results obtained in the present study in conjunction with those reported
in Papers I–IV allow one to make the following conclusions:
1. The abundance distribution in galactic disc shows a multimodal structure. In particular, a wriggle-like structure of the
metallicity distribution is seen between 10 and 11 kpc. This
transition zone separates two regions where the abundance
gradients are rather small. Another change in the slope in
metallicity distribution is seen between 6 and 7 kpc.
2. Observed characteristics of the abundance distribution can
be explained in the framework of a simple model of the
disc chemical evolution supposing that spiral arms play an
important role in the star formation process. Good agreement between our observed and modeled radial abundance
distributions takes place under the following assumptions:
– the star formation rate is a combination of two terms. One
of them is proportional to the gas surface density, while the
other also depends upon the relative velocity of the interstellar gas and spiral arms. The second term is negligibly
small in the vicinity of a corotation resonance, it increases
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Fig. 22. Position of investigated Cepheids (Paper I–IV, and present
study) in galactocentric polar system. The solar circle (RG, = 7.9 kpc,
red line), four logarithmic arms (pitch angle p = 13.8, Ortiz & Lépine
1993), and galactic bar (semi-magor axis of 3.9 kpc and positional
angle of 40◦ , López-Cerredoira et al. 2001) are schematically shown.

from the corotation towards the inner and outer Lindblad
resonances, and equals zero inwards of the inner Lindblad
resonance and outwards of the outer Lindblad resonance;
– the coefficient of the star formation rate very slowly
decreases with an increase of galactocentric distance; the
characteristic time of infall rate is a function of galactocentric distance: it is smaller in the inner part of the Galaxy
and increases towards the larger radii. The case of an exponential increase gives better results for the innermost part
of the disc.
3. An agreement between observed radial abundance distribution of the iron and iron-group elements and calculated with
the mentioned above assumptions seems to favour a spiral
pattern speed Ωp = 20 km s−1 kpc−1 .
One should note that some conclusions made above can possibly change if a larger sample of stars with l ranging from, say,
60◦ to 180◦ is considered. In Fig. 22 we show our whole sample of investigated Cepheids superimposed on a simple sketch
of a galactic disc with spiral arms. This sample begins in the
vicinity of the galactic bar domain and conceivably stretches
through several spiral arms in the narrow angular range. Can
the radial elemental distributions be different for the different
radial directions in the disc? To answer this question we have
to significantly enlarge the number of investigated stars.
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